
A comprhensive overview of our design philosophy and components use. 

Product design at MarkMonitor 

MarkMonitor

Inspiration and influence 

Gestalt Principles 

• Closure (Reification): Preferring complete shapes, we automatically fill in gaps between elements to 

perceive a complete image; so, we see the whole first. 

• Common Fate: We group elements that move in the same direction. 

• Common Region: We group elements that are in the same closed region. 

• Continuation: We follow and “flow with” lines. 

• Convexity: We perceive convex shapes ahead of concave ones. 

• Element Connectedness: We group elements linked by other elements. 

• Figure/Ground (Multi-stability): Disliking uncertainty, we look for solid, stable items. Unless an image is 

truly ambiguous, its foreground catches the eye first.  

Source: The Interaction Design Foundation  

Gestalt psychology  

What are Gestalt Principles? 

The Gestalt Principles are a set of laws arising from 1920s’ psychology, describing how 

humans typically see objects by grouping similar elements, recognizing patterns and 

simplifying complex images. Designers use these to engage users via powerful -yet natural- 

“tricks” of perspective and best practice design standards. 

The Gestalt Principles 

The Gestalt Principles of grouping (“Gestalt” is German for “unified whole”) represent the 

culmination of the work of early 20th-century German psychologists Max Wertheimer, Kurt 

Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler, who sought to understand how humans typically gain 

meaningful perceptions from chaotic stimuli around them. Wertheimer and company 

identified a set of laws addressing this natural compulsion to seek order amid disorder, 

where the mind “informs” what the eye sees by making sense of a series of elements as an 

image, or illusion. Early graphic designers soon began applying the Gestalt Principles in 

advertising, encapsulating company values within iconic logos. In the century since, 

designers have deployed Gestalt Principles extensively, crafting designs with well-placed 

elements that catch the eye as larger, whole images so viewers instantly make positive 

connections with the organizations represented. 

 

Understated beauty. Elegance. 

As designers, we are programed to look for beauty 
in the world around us and see through a lens that 
is conditioned to address simplicity and clarity. By 
example, in UX practices, Shibumi aesthetics are 
aligned well in terms of the approach we use to 
divide space in a 12 column grid that allows the 
eye to track information easily across multiple 
viewports. 

Simplicity and the removal of the 
unnecessary.

As UX designers we are aware of the need for 
efficiency in task processing. Kanso is 
foundationally similar to laws like Hick's Law that 
are focused on the reduction and refinement of 
the cognitive impact of the product.

Nature or in this case; naturalness.

The consideration of the natural order and 
process of things. In the western UX mind we may 
think of this approach as understanding the 
Mental Model. Even though we are designing a 
digital product, it doesn't mean that we can't 
create natural experiences.  

Freedom from habit.

Breaking routine. As UX designers we are obsessed 
with the continued refinement and simplification 
of workflow. Datsuzoku offers us a balanced 
understanding of the reduction of tiresome 
routine tasks and reminds us that our solutions 
can be unbounded by convention and free. 

Shibumi

Kanso

Shizen 

Datsuzoku

Japanese Design Aesthetics 

In Japan, design is taken seriously and guided by a set of principals or ideals.  

Milton Glaser 

“There are three responses to a 
piece of design– yes, no, and WOW!  
Wow is the one to aim for.”

© Copyright 2018 MarkMonitor
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Design Philosophy

As stewards of the User Experience (UX) over product design at MarkMonitor, we hold 
ourselves accountable to several core design principals that assist us in shaping digital 
products. These principals also help us solve usability problems, create delightful 
experiences, and simplify workfl ows.

Inspiration - Inspiration for crafting our philosophy are inspired by principals found in 
Japanese design philosophy, human cognition principals, and Gestalt Psychology. Other 
commonly understood laws like Hick's Law are part in parcel to the broader context of how 
we achieve solutions and improve usability across our product.  

Approach - As designers, we value the principals of Design Synthesis and Design 
Generation using a paired design approach. Pair design is the counterintuitive practice of 
getting more and better UX design achieved by using two designers together as "thought 
partners" to solve design problems. Additionally, following the foundations of Design 
Thinking like Build – Test - Measure and the agile process we can innovate & validate 
business goals efficiently. 

Validation - Research, user testing, and design ideation are also part of the way we validate 
our design efforts. Ethnographic observations and basic user testing principals are the ways 
we assure business that our decisions are sound. In User Experience Design, we focus more 
on the qualitative aspect of the research and interpret our observations collectively to 
analyze findings and deploy our design changes and recommendations.

The following design tenants are a collection of stakeholder beliefs that our product team 
with commit to abide by and design to in hopes to craft a user experience that delivers on 
promises and brings joy to our users and customers. Read more

Design Tennants

• We design with Persona's in mind. Analysts, CSM, Stakeholders, Customers of High and 

Low touch

Experience Focus Innovation Trust Design Education 

The following design tenants are a collection of stakeholder beliefs that our product team 
with commit to abide by and design to in hopes to craft a user experience that delivers on 
promises and brings joy to our users and customers. Read more

Design Tennants

• Magic is possible.  We like to make people say Wow! 

• We infuse hope and excitement by including customers in on inovative pilot programs.

• Feedback is our friend. Both good and bad. We fail fast.

Experience Focus Innovation Trust Design Education 

The following design tenants are a collection of stakeholder beliefs that our product team 
with commit to abide by and design to in hopes to craft a user experience that delivers on 
promises and brings joy to our users and customers. Read more

Design Tennants

• Integration with other platforms should work and instills confidence (API integrations) 

• Effect our customers to act as thought-leaders in our name. 

• Security of Data is a paramount. Demonstrate we care about their data with in the UI. 

• Feedback is our friend. Coveys trust and should happen with little or no latency. 

• Use Latency – Users should never wait for data requests. Latency erodes trust. (Search)

Experience Focus Innovation Trust Design Education 

The following design tenants are a collection of stakeholder beliefs that our product team 
with commit to abide by and design to in hopes to craft a user experience that delivers on 
promises and brings joy to our users and customers. Read more

Design Tennants

• Minimalism is our friend. Less is best. 

• Visual Scanning must to be easy on the eyes, high contrast, mature, and sophisticated.

• We design for prolonged use. This will allow users to use the product longer, be more 

efficient and proficient, and conveys Trust.

Experience Focus Innovation Trust Design Education 

The following design tenants are a collection of stakeholder beliefs that our product team 
with commit to abide by and design to in hopes to craft a user experience that delivers on 
promises and brings joy to our users and customers. Read more

Design Tennants

• Onboarding and education is key. Our software should be intuitive and answer 

questions before our Analyst's/CSMs must.

Experience Focus Innovation Trust Design Education 

The style guide is the visual standard to which we hold our product consisting of typeface, 
color, spacing, sizing and styling specifications.  Show less

Product Style Guide

Main RedMain Blue Button

Ghosted Blue Button

Button Sizes
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Disabled Button Small Ghosted Button

Main Green Button

Icon Button Examples

CSV Format

File Name Format

Date Picker Icon & link + date modal

Select Date Range

Select Date Range
From: 12/13/18

12/14/18To:

Reporting Chart Colors

#2DB1E2

#FF4D4D

#FFFF02

Compiled

Enforced

Compliance  Rate

Energy Bar Buttons (Blue)

Used in new header wires in Brand

#192B3F

#132232

Active Blue

Inactive Blue

Active Inactive Inactive

Energy Bar Buttons (Green)

Used in new header wires in Brand

#192B3F

#132232

Active Blue

Inactive Blue

Active Inactive Inactive

Heading 1 Light

Typeface: Source Sans Pro Light
Size: 50px The quick brown fox jumps…
Heading 2

Typeface: Source Sans Pro Semibold
Size: 27px

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Heading 3

Typeface: Source Sans Pro Regular
Size: 18px

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Body Copy

Typeface: Source Sans Pro Regular
Size: 14px

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Global Hierarchy

Type Accessibility
level AA requires a contrast ratio of at least 
4.5:1 for normal text and 3:1 for large text, 
and a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 for 
graphics and user interface components 
(such as form input borders). Level AAA 
requires a contrast ratio of at least 7:1 for 
normal text and 4.5:1 for large text. 

Check your own code here: 
webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. PASS

FAILThe quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Component - Buttons

Fields

Charts - Reporting

#F5F9FDActive Column#F0F4FBColumn Title BG#656C6CColumn Title Text#3D464ETable Cell Text

Grid Colors

#F3C75CMain Yellow

Active Filter Display, Active 
Column, Reporting Columns…

#F25856Main Red

Primary Cancel Buttons, Inactive 
Status Text, Delete Buttons…

#7AC74FMain Green

Primary Action Buttons, Active 
Status Text, Checkboxes…

#1A426BMain Blue

Header Backgrounds, Alternate 
Page BG Color… 

Primary Colors

Color Palettes

Font Family
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Source Sans Pro
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Source Sans Pro

Font Family: Source Sans Pro
Styles: Light, Regular, Semibold
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Pressed

PressedPressed

Pressed Pressed

Large

Set Date

Small
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Dropdown Menu

Search Menu Attachment Menu Subject, CC, BCC Menu Expandign Text Menu

Disabled Menu Generic Field W/ Icon Dropdown Menu Error

Disabled Disabled Error 

Please enter valid  information 

Date Picker Menu

From: 12/13/18

12/14/18To:

Attachment CC: Subject:

Inspiration

Brand
Components
Resources
Patterns
Innovation

Style Guide

Design Tenants

Design Philosophy

Prototypes and Mockups

CSS Update prototype 0.1

Knowing that the MM platform must evolve this simple 
prototype allowed us to test the validity of feature 
improvements like Custom Views management, 
capturing custom views on the fly, and rapid client 
swapping.

https://invis.io/WMNG5E2BD9K

CSS Update prototype 0.2

This version of the CCS Update for the MM platform 
prototype allowed us to test the validity of feature 
improvements like expanded Custom Views 
management, exporting grid sheets, a left-hand toolbar 
that can be pinned and the detailed creation of custom 
views.  Additionally, we are now exploring the use of a 
full “Blade” system vs a modal or popup lightbox as a 
more formal approach to the product posture that is 
Sovereign in nature.

https://invis.io/G9NOWKMRTB3#/316601188_CustomViews-

Mockup-manageviews

CSS Update prototype V1

Dark UI anyone? Bueller?  Anyone? Yes, a dark UI is hot 
now! It’s also easy on the eyes. Check it out and see 
what you think! This mock-up is a giant leap forward on 
our thinking around a CSS update. In this prototype, we 
have explored a tabular workflow approach, a 
persistent lefthand toolbar and new tools like favorites 
and expanded thinking around search and a scalable 
and more refined blade system.

https://invis.io/4WNXC5ED36N#/318572101_Review_Basic

CSS Update prototype V1.2 (Sprint ready)

In this prototype, we explore a way to manage and 
customize our data-grid using a “grid controls blade”. 
This allows our users to easily manipulate the data 
within the grid by category. Additionally, in this release, 
we also explored the ability to custom order the grid 
columns within groups and organize and manipulated 
the grid based on a “draggable” UX within the new 
persisting left-hand blade.

https://invis.io/ZHPIQ71VFXA#/335824101_Column_Select_-

_Listing

SERP compairison reporting

Dark UI anyone? Bueller?  Anyone? Yes, a dark UI is hot 
now! It’s also easy on the eyes. Check it out and see 
what you think! This mock up is a giant leap forward on 
our thinking around a CSS update. In this prototype, we 
have explored a tabular workflow approach, a 
persistant lefthand toolbad and new tools like 
faviorates and expanded thinking around search and a 
scalable and more refined blade system.

https://invis.io/JFP78I3KHYC#/

331891048_SERP_Reporting_Empty_State

Anti Fraud - EWS Dashboard

Dark UI anyone? Bueller?  Anyone? Yes, a dark UI is hot 
now! It’s also easy on the eyes. Check it out and see 
what you think! This mock up is a giant leap forward on 
our thinking around a CSS update. In this prototype, we 
have explored a tabular workflow approach, a 
persistant lefthand toolbad and new tools like 
faviorates and expanded thinking around search and a 
scalable and more refined blade system.

https://invis.io/E6PIQ5GT8AK

Prototyping software at MarkMonitor is underway!  Below you will find the prototypes and 
descriptions we have made so far. 


